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Mine vehicle, mine control system and mapping method

Background of the invention

The invention relates to a mine vehicle, which is provided with a

scanning device for scanning surroundings of the mine vehicle in order to pro-

duce data for determining position and orientation of the mine vehicle.

The invention further relates to a mine control system and mapping

method.

The field of the invention is defined more specifically in the pream¬

bles of the independent claims.

Mine vehicles are used in underground and surface mines, con

struction sites and at other work sites. Positioning of the mine vehicle may re¬

quire use of extensive and complicated position systems. The known position¬

ing systems and methods also require skilled operators and are difficult to au¬

tomate.

Brief description of the invention

An object of the invention is to provide a novel and improved mine

vehicle provided with a positioning system. A further object is to provide a nov¬

el and improved mine control system and a mapping method.

The mine vehicle according to the invention is characterized in that

the control unit is provided with at least one processor and at least one point

cloud matching program allowed to be executed in the processor; an initial first

point cloud data is input to the control unit, the first point cloud data comprising

stored reference model of the mine in a mine coordinate system; at least one

second point cloud data produced by the scanning device of the mine vehicle

is input to the control unit, the second point cloud data comprising operational

scanning data of the current position of the mining vehicle; the control unit is

configured to execute the point cloud matching program in order to match the

operational second point cloud data to the reference first point cloud data; and

the control unit is configured to determine position and direction of the scan-

ning device in the mine coordinate system on the basis of the determined

matching between the operational point cloud data and the reference cloud

data.

The mine control system according to the invention is characterized

in that the mine vehicle is arranged to scan the mine by means of the scanning

device of the mine vehicle; at least one of the control units is arranged to de-



termine the position of the mine vehicle by comparing a reference point cloud

data of the mine and a scanned point cloud data by means of a point cloud

matching program; and the determined position data of the mine vehicle is

recorded in the mine control system for updating the current position data.

The method according to the invention is characterized by inputting

the produced at least one second point cloud data of the operational scanning

of the surroundings to at least one control unit provided with a point cloud

matching program; inputting the point cloud data of the 3D mine model to the

control unit and using it as a reference point cloud data of the mine; executing

the matching program in a processor of the control unit for searching matching

points between the second point cloud data and the reference point cloud da¬

ta; and utilizing results of the matching process for determining position and

orientation of the mine vehicle in the mine coordinate system.

An idea of the disclosed solution is that position and direction of a

mining vehicle is determined by means of scanning data and comparison of

the produced point cloud data with a reference point cloud data of a 3D mine

model. Location of a scanner device in the mine vehicle is determined by

means of a point cloud matching. The disclosed solution may implement a

point cloud best fit method.

An advantage of the disclosed solution is that the position determi¬

nation may be carried out without a need for extensive surveying and measur¬

ing infrastructure and equipment. An additional advantage is that the proce¬

dure does not need skilled workers and can be easily automated. A feasible

further advantage is that the disclosed solution may obtain a strong statistical

certainty for the produced results because repeating the scanning and analyz¬

ing processes is easy and fast.

According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle comprises a machine

coordinate system. At least one reference object is determined in the mine

vehicle. The operational second point cloud data comprises scanned points of

the at least one reference object in addition to the scanned points of the sur¬

roundings. Position of the at least one reference object in the machine coordi¬

nate system is input to the control unit. The control unit is configured to exe

cute the point cloud matching program to match the operational second point

cloud data with the reference first point cloud data, whereby also position and

direction of the at least one reference object is determined in the mine coordi¬

nate system. The control unit is configured to execute a coordinate transfor-



mation process and determine position and direction of the scanning device in

the machine coordinate system in response to determined position and direc¬

tion of the at least one reference object in the mine coordinate system and the

input position of the at least one reference object in the machine coordinate

system.

According to an embodiment, the mining vehicle comprises at least

one supplementary reference object, which is arranged to a basic structure of

the mining vehicle. The supplementary reference object does not have any use

for the normal operation of the mine vehicle, such as drilling or bolting.

According to an embodiment, the supplementary reference object

arranged to the mining vehicle comprises a spherical surface or curved sur¬

face. The spherical surface creates a special point pattern in the scanning data

and is therefore easy to search and detect. The control unit may comprise a

searching algorithm for examining the scanning data and finding predeter-

mined point patterns.

According to an embodiment, the supplementary reference object

arranged to the mining vehicle has predetermined two-dimensional configura¬

tion. An outer rim of the supplementary reference object may be a square, a

circle, o r any other form which deviates clearly from shapes of the structural

components of the mine vehicle. The shape of the supplementary reference

object is input to the control unit and is thereby easy to search and detect in

the scanning data. The control unit may comprise a searching algorithm for

examining the scanning data and finding predetermined point patterns.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is provided with a de-

sign point cloud data, which is converted from a 3D design data of a predeter

mined structural reference object of a basic structure of the mine vehicle. The

structural reference object is inside a reach area of the scanning device and is

thereby recorded in the operational second point cloud data. The control unit

is configured to execute the point cloud matching program to determine posi-

tion and direction of the structural reference object. Further, the control unit is

configured to fit the design point cloud data to the determined position and di¬

rection of the structural reference object.

According to an embodiment, the control unit may determine coo r

dinates of any point of the fitted design point cloud data, including also points,

which are non-visible in the scanned second point cloud data. This embodi¬

ment allows choosing one or more points inside the observed structural refer-



ence object and defining coordinates of the chosen points. This way, any point

defining the structural reference object may be chosen as a target to monitor¬

ing, and not only points which are located on the visible outer surface.

According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle comprises at least

one boom and at least one mine work device at a distal end portion of the

boom. At least one part of the mine work device is the observed structural ref

erence object.

According to an embodiment, position and shape of the at least one

reference object in the machine coordinate system are input to the control unit.

The control unit is configured to examine the operational second point cloud

data in order to find a point pattern matching with the input shape of the at

least one reference object allowing position and direction of the at least one

reference object to be determined.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is serving as a naviga-

tion device for determining position and direction of the mine vehicle in the

mine coordinate system. The produced position and direction data may be im¬

plemented in the operational purposes of the mine vehicle, and also for mine

control and fleet managing purposes.

According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle comprises at least

one data communication device allowing data communication between the

control unit and a mine control system. The data communication may be based

on any wireless data transfer technique. The mine may be provided with a

wireless network utilizing radio wave signals. The data transmission may be

based on a wireless local area network (WLAN), for example.

According to an embodiment, the mine control system may com¬

prise one or more computers or control units external to the mine and mine

vehicle. Alternatively, the mine control system may comprise one or more

servers allowing access to electrical terminal devices for retrieving the data

transmitted from the control unit where the scanning data in analyzed. The

mine control unit may also be considered to mean other data communication

and distribution means allowing access to the processed data.

According to an embodiment, the control unit provided with at least

one processor and the at least one point cloud matching program is located in

the mine vehicle. Thus, the mine vehicle is provided with all the needed re-

sources to gather data form the surroundings and to process it on-board. This

embodiment is operable also in situations where the data connection to mine



system is lost or is not operating properly. Latest version of the reference

model of the mine may be downloaded to the on-board control unit at suitable

instances and may be stored in an on-board storage media. The downloaded

mine model may consist of the original mine model, or it may be filtered to only

include descriptive patterns and features.

According to an embodiment, the control unit provided with at least

one processor and the at least one point cloud matching program is located

external to the mine vehicle. The scanning data may be transmitted to the ex¬

ternal control unit via wireless data transmission connection, for example. The

control unit may process the received scanning data and may send processed

data back to a control unit, which is located in the mine vehicle. The analyzing

and processing service may be implemented as a cloud service in an external

server, such as a mine server, whereby the control unit of the mine vehicle

needs not to be provided with calculation capacity.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is configured to detect

in the second scanning data new surrounding point cloud objects around the

mine vehicle allowing newly created walls to be detected and recorded. The

control unit is configured to incorporate the new point cloud data to the refer¬

ence point cloud data of the reference model of the mine.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is configured to detect

in the second scanning data changed surrounding point cloud objects around

the mine vehicle allowing changed walls to be detected and recorded. The

control unit is configured to incorporate the new point cloud data to the refer

ence point cloud data of the reference model of the mine.

According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle provided with the

scanning device is serving as a mobile surveying device. The mine vehicle

may execute the surveying continuously when executing dedicated normal o p

erations of the mine vehicle. If the mine vehicle is a rock drilling rig or a re in

forcing rig, it may scan the surroundings when it stops at a work site for exe-

cuting drilling or feeding reinforcing elements or material. It may also be de¬

fined that the scanning is executed at least once each time when the mine ve¬

hicle is not moving. Thanks to this procedure, the mine may be surveyed re

peatedly and in parallel to the normal operational process without any need for

extra resources. The 3D model of the mine may thus be accurate and updated.



According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle provided with the

scanning device is serving as a mobile surveying device. The scanning is exe¬

cuted only when the mining vehicle is not moving.

According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle is provided with the

scanning device and is serving as a mobile surveying device. At least one

scanning may be executed automatically when the mining vehicle is stopped.

According to an embodiment, the surveying scanning is repeated

two or more times for a work site or a desired area of the mine. The mining

vehicle may be moved between the successive scanning procedures. These

measures may improve accuracy of the surveying. The scanning may take

such a short time that scanning does not cause problems to the basic opera¬

tion of the mine vehicle.

According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle is provided with the

scanning device and is serving as a mobile surveying device. The control unit

is configured to process the second scanning data by extracting point cloud

data of the surrounding surfaces and removing point cloud data of all the other

objects, whereby a simplified point cloud data of the surrounding surfaces is

created. The control unit is configured to incorporate the new simplified point

cloud data to the reference point cloud data of the reference model of the

mine. Thanks to this embodiment, no irrelevant data is incorporated to the

model of the mine.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is provided with at

least one incorporating rule defining required matching ratio between the sec

ond scanning data and the reference point cloud data. The control unit is con-

figured to incorporate the new point cloud data to the reference point cloud

data of the reference model of the mine only when the set incorporating rule is

fulfilled.

According to an embodiment, the incorporating rule defines a need

for 50 % matching. Thus, at least half of the points of the second scan need to

correspond to the points of the reference model. The defined need for match¬

ing may be another value, such as 40% or 30 %, for example.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is provided with at

least one incorporating rule defining required matching ratio between the sec¬

ond scanning data and the reference point cloud data. The control unit is con-

figured to store the new point cloud data when the set incorporating rule fails.

However, the control unit is configured to monitor oncoming future scanning



data and is configured to incorporate the new point cloud data to the reference

point cloud data when the set incorporating rule is fulfilled. Failing to find re¬

quired match between the point clouds means that the scanning data and the

existing mine model do not have enough overlapping areas and similarity. In

such a case, the unfitting scanning data may be stored and utilized later. The

control unit may monitor the scanning data that is produced later and may try

to match the stored data to the oncoming scanning results. When a suitable

overlapping scanning data is received the stored data may be included to the

reference model.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is configured to com¬

municate data on the updated reference model of the mine to a mine control

system. The mine control system may indicate the updated portions for an op

erator. The mine control system may comprise a control room provided with

one or more display devices. The updated data may be displayed in the dis-

play device with special markings or colors. Thus, supervision is facilitated.

According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle is provided with at

least one separate reference object, which is settable to the mine external to

the mine vehicle at least for the duration of surveying. The separate reference

object may be a mobile marker that may be placed on a ground of a mine

space. The separate reference object may comprise an appearance, outer sur¬

face or shape, which is easily recognizable from the scanning data. The sepa

rate reference object may be a ball.

According to an embodiment, the several separate reference ob¬

jects set in unknown locations in a work site in the mine are detected in the

second scanning data by the control unit. Coordinates of the reference objects

are not known. The reference objects are stationary for the duration of succes

sive scans. The reference objects may be plastic balls, for example. The refer

ence objects may be thrown from the mine vehicle by the operator or a specific

feeding device arranged on a carrier of the mine vehicle.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is provided with a col¬

lision prevention feature. The control unit is configured to produce a collision

point cloud data by removing a point cloud data of the mine vehicle from the

second scanning data, whereby the collision point cloud data only comprises

coordinates of physical obstacles surrounding the mine vehicle. At least one

control unit is configured to monitor position of at least one object of the mine

vehicle in relation to the collision point cloud data. The disclosed collision pre-



vention system may prevent collision to surrounding surfaces such as rock

walls. In addition, the collision prevention system may prevent collision to other

vehicles, other booms, auxiliary devices, rock blocks, persons or any other

physical objects which may be located close to the mining vehicle or are enter-

ing to the proximity.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is configured to pro¬

duce a wall collision point cloud data by removing point cloud data of objects

being smaller in size than the mine vehicle. Thus, the wall collision point cloud

data may only comprise coordinates of walls surrounding the mine vehicle.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is configured to exe

cute collision prevention measures when the monitored object of the mine ve¬

hicle becomes at a distance from the any coordinate of the collision point cloud

data shorter than a predetermined range.

According to an embodiment, the control unit is configured to exe-

cute collision prevention measures when a movement vector or a forecast of

movement path of the monitored object of the mine vehicle becomes at a dis¬

tance from the any coordinate of the collision point cloud data shorter than a

predetermined range.

According to an embodiment, the mine vehicle comprises a boom

and the collision monitored object is located in the boom. The control unit is

configured to stop movements of the boom when the monitored object of the

boom becomes at a distance from any coordinate of the collision point cloud

data shorter than a predetermined range.

According to an embodiment, the mine control system is configured

to monitor and record at least one of the following features: realized mine,

mine portions and surrounding surfaces in 3D; drill holes currently influenced

by the mine work device; current positions of selected or all mine vehicles o p

erating in the mine or in a selected observation area; current status of the se¬

lected or all mine vehicles operating in the mine or in a selected observation

area; estimated remaining duration of the current work task of the mine vehicle

or the mine work device.

According to an embodiment, the mine control system is configured

to update the reference point cloud data of a reference model of the mine on

the basis of the scanned point cloud data.



According to an embodiment, the updating of the positioning data or

reference point cloud data is performed in real time or at least in substantially

real time.

According to an embodiment, the control system is part of a control

room product configured to visualize the at least one monitored feature on at

least one display device.

According to an embodiment, the mine control system comprises at

least one server allowing monitoring data to be distributed to one or more ter¬

minal device via a data connection.

According to an embodiment, the control system is part of a control

room product comprising a fleet managing feature monitoring the positions of

selected mine vehicles.

According to an embodiment, the control system is part of a control

room product comprising a fleet managing feature monitoring the operating

status of selected mine vehicles.

According to an embodiment, the control system is part of a control

room product comprising a fleet managing feature monitoring the operating

condition and maintenance need for selected mine vehicles.

According to an embodiment, the control system is part of a control

room product comprising a fleet managing feature monitoring a general status

of one or more mine vehicles and one or more mine work devices.

According to an embodiment, the scanning device has a reach area

and the scanning device is positioned so that at least one physical object of

the mine vehicle is intentionally inside the reach area of the scan.

According to an embodiment, position of the scanning device is not

predetermined and input to the control unit. The position of the scanning de¬

vice may be set without calibration. Thanks to the disclosed point cloud match

ing systems and methods, no specific place is needed for the scanner device

on a carrier.

According to an embodiment, the scanning device may comprise a

2D scanning unit, a rotating frame, a rotating device and a fastening unit. The

2D scanning unit is mounted to the rotating frame, which may be a shaft, a ro

tating table or any other support structure, which is rotatable and may be rotat¬

ed by means of the rotating device. Thus, the 2D scanning unit is arranged to

be rotated 360° degrees around a rotating axis of the rotating frame. The fas¬

tening unit allows fastening of the scanning device to the mine vehicle.



According to an embodiment, the scanning device may comprise a

3D scanning unit capable of producing scanning data 360° degrees around

itself. In this embodiment the scanning device may be without any separate

rotating means for rotating the scanning unit.

According to an embodiment, the scanning device comprises fas¬

tening unit allowing the scanning device to be fastened freely to a desired posi¬

tion on the carrier. The fastening unit may allow the scanning device to be fas¬

tened to an unknown position on the carrier or anywhere in else in the mining

vehicle. Thus, the mining vehicle may be without any specific scanner mount-

ing position.

According to an embodiment, the scanning unit is a laser scanner.

According to an embodiment, the scanning unit comprises at least

one camera. The scanning device may be based on stereo vision system

comprising at least two cameras. Alternatively, the scanning may be based on

a technology known as a depth from focus -system, wherein one camera is

used and the method basically works by taking a focus stack of an object, and

then analyzing the luminance of each pixel in relation to its neighbors. The

control unit may be provided with image processing system for processing data

received from the one or more cameras.

According to an embodiment, the scanning device comprises in ad

dition to the scanning unit at least one camera for recording color information

of the scanned obstacles. The recorder color information may be connected to

the scanned point cloud data. This way additional information may be gath

ered.

According to an embodiment, the 3D scanning data is obtained by

round trip time of flight of a laser that is swept across measured surface or ob¬

ject. This type of remote sensing technique is also known as LiDAR (Light De

tection And Ranging).

According to an embodiment, the 3D scanning data is obtained by

round trip time of flight of single (modulated) light source and the return times

of reflections from different parts of the measured surface or object. This type

of remote sensing technique is also known as ToF (Time of Flight). In this em¬

bodiment ToF -cameras may be used.

According to an embodiment, the 3D scanning data is obtained by

geometry of a known pattern of light projected to the measured surface or ob-



ject shown in one or more camera images. This type of 3D scanning is also

known as a structured light 3D scanning technique.

According to an embodiment, the 3D scanning data is obtained by

analysis of multiple pictures taken of same target from different points of view.

In this embodiment a stereo camera system may be exploited. The control unit

may be provided with an image processing system for processing image data

received from the two or more cameras.

According to an embodiment, the fastening unit of the scanning de¬

vice comprises fast coupling means whereby the scanning device is readily

mountable and dismountable to the mine vehicle. The fast coupling means

may comprise at least one magnetic coupling element.

According to an embodiment, the scanning device is arranged mov-

ably. Thus, the scanning device has an operable position for executing the

scanning and an idle position. The fastening unit of the scanning device may

comprise at least one transfer device for moving the scanning device. The

transfer device is configured to move the scanning device between the opera¬

ble position and the idle position.

According to an embodiment, the scanning device comprises a pro

tective housing or shield for covering at least the scanner. The protective hous-

ing may protect the scanning device against impurities, moisture, falling mate¬

rial and impacts. The protective housing may provide shield to the scanning

device or at least to the scanning unit continuously or, alternatively only when

not in use.

According to an embodiment, the scanning device is movable and

comprises an operable position and an idle position. The idle position is locat

ed inside a protective housing. The protective housing may protect the scan¬

ning device against impurities, moisture, falling material and impacts.

According to an embodiment, the mine is an underground mine. The

underground mine comprises an underground rock space, such as a tunnel, or

a storage hall.

According to an embodiment, the mine is a surface mine comprising

obstacles on the surface. The surface mine may be an opencast mine.

The disclosed mine vehicle may be utilized when implementing the

disclosed mine control system and mapping method. The detailed embodi-

ments, which are disclosed in connections to the mine vehicle, also relate to

the method and the system, and vice versa.



The same equipment comprising the scanning device, point cloud

matching program and control unit may be utilized in navigation, position de

tection of the mine work device and drill holes, mine surveying, collision pre¬

vention and also for providing information for the mine control system.

The above-disclosed embodiments can be combined to form suita¬

ble solutions provided with necessary features disclosed.

Brief description of the figures

Some embodiments are described in more detail in the accompany-

ing drawings, in which

Figure 1 is a side view of a rock drilling rig provided with a drilling

unit,

Figure 2 shows schematically a principle of scanning surfaces and

obstacles surrounding a mining vehicle,

Figure 3 is a schematic side view of a scanning device arranged on

a carrier of a mining vehicle and being able to be covered by a cover,

Figure 4 is a schematic view of a basic principle of point cloud

matching,

Figure 5 is a schematic and strongly simplified view of a process de-

tecting new or changed surfaces of a mine, and incorporating the detected de¬

viating point cloud data after matching scanned data with a reference data,

Figure 6 is a schematic and strongly simplified view of an updated

reference point cloud data, which incorporates detected new scanned points,

Figure 7 is a schematic and strongly simplified view of a situation

where the second point cloud data fails to match with the reference point cloud

data, and Figure 8 illustrates a situation when the when the second point cloud

data matches with the reference point cloud data afterwards when one or more

scanning results have been incorporated to the reference point cloud data,

Figure 9 is a schematic and strongly simplified view of an updated

reference point cloud data comprising several new point cloud data elements,

Figure 10 is a schematic view of a control block or diagram showing

related elements, control means and features of the disclosed solution, and

Figures 11a to 11f show schematically a procedure of scanning new

areas and utilizing movable reference points for assisting point cloud matching.



For the sake of clarity, the figures show some embodiments of the

disclosed solution in a simplified manner. In the figures, like reference numer

als identify like elements.

Detailed description of some embodiments

Figure 1 shows a rock drilling rig 1 as an example of a mine vehicle.

Also rock bolting rigs, charging rigs, measuring vehicles and transport and

loading vehicles are mine vehicles. The disclosed system and solution may be

applied in all type mine vehicles. The rock drilling rig 1 comprises a movable

carrier 2 and one or more booms 3 connected to the carrier 2 . At a distal end

portion of the boom 3 may be a drilling unit 4. The drilling unit 4 may comprise

a feed beam 5 and a rock drilling machine 6 supported on it. The rock drilling

machine 6 comprises a shank at a front end of the rock drilling machine 6 for

connecting a tool 7. At least one boom 3 may comprise a mine work device

other than the drilling unit. Thus, the mine work device may be a rock bolting

unit or a charging unit, for example.

In Figure 1 the rock drilling rig 1 is operating in an underground

mine space 8, which may be a tunnel, storage hall or corridor, for example.

The mine space 8 may comprise a face surface 9 , wall surfaces 10 and a roof

surface 1 . The rock drilling rig 1 is provided with one or more scanning devic-

es S for measuring surroundings of the rock drilling rig 1. The scanning device

S may scan 360° and may thus measure the surrounding surfaces and other

obstacles around the rock drilling rig 1 and produce scanning data for the sys¬

tem. The scanning device S may comprise a laser scanner, a camera or any

other device capable of producing point cloud data. The scanning device S

may be placed on the carrier 2 . The position of the scanning device need not

be accurately predetermined and calibrated because of the disclosed system

utilizing point cloud matching techniques. At least one component or object of

the rock drilling rig is detected in the scanning data and produced point cloud

data of the detected object is utilized in determination of relative position of the

scanning device S on the carrier 2 . The rock drilling rig 1 has a machine coor¬

dinate system 12 and the mine has a mine coordinate system 13. On-board

the rock drilling rig 1 may be one or more control units 14 for receiving scan

ning data, performing point cloud matching and searching measures, produc¬

ing position data and executing needed coordinate transformations according

to principles disclosed before in this patent application.



Figure 2 shows scanning of surfaces of a mine space 8 surrounding

a mining vehicle 1. Thus, point cloud data 15 is produced of wall surfaces 10a,

0b and a roof surface 1. As it is disclosed in the simplified Figure 2 with en¬

largements, the surfaces of the wall surfaces 10a, 0b and the roof surface 11

have individual shapes since the rock material is detached by blasting. Topog¬

raphy of the surfaces may be considered to be a kind of finger print of the

mine. Figure 2 also discloses that by means of the scanning other obstacles

16, such as persons in a work site, may also be detected and a point cloud is

then produced. In Figure 2 , as well as in other Figures, it is illustrated by black

dots 17 points where a ray of a scanning device S meets a physical target and

causes detection. The point cloud data 15 comprises several points 17 created

by the scanning. The points 17 are shown as black dots. It can be considered

that the point cloud data represents information of what the scanning sees.

In Figure 3 a scanning device S is arranged on a carrier 2 of a min-

ing vehicle 1. The scanning device S may comprises a protective housing 18

for protecting the scanning device S against impurities, moisture and impacts.

The scanning device S and the protective housing 18 may be moved relative to

each other, so that the scanning device has an operable position 19 for exe¬

cuting the scanning and an idle position 20 where it is protected by the protec-

tive housing 18. Alternatively, the scanning device S comprises fast coupling

means whereby it can be easily mounted to the mine vehicle 1 only when a

need for scanning exists.

Figure 4 discloses a basic principle of determining position and o ri

entation of a mine vehicle 1 by means of scanning and point cloud matching. A

surrounding of the mine vehicle 1 is scanned and a second point cloud data 2 1

is produced. An initial first point cloud data 22 may be created beforehand and

it may be stored to a control unit 14a on-board the mine vehicle 1 or to an ex¬

ternal control unit 14b. The control unit 14a, 14b may be provided with a pro¬

cessor and a point cloud matching program or algorithm for matching the sec-

ond point cloud data 2 1 to the first point cloud data 22. Thus, the first point

cloud data 22 serves as a reference point cloud data and the second point

cloud data 2 1 serves as an operational point cloud data. In Figure 4 the match

23 is shown in a strongly simplified manner. On the basis of the match 23, the

control unit 14a or 14b may determine position and orientation of the mine ve-

hide 1 in a mine coordinate system 13. Every point 17 of the point cloud data



has X-, y-, and z- coordinates. In the simplified example of Figure 4, the second

point cloud data 2 1 fits completely to the reference point cloud data 22.

Figure 5 discloses detecting new or changed surfaces of a mine. A

mine vehicle provided with a scanning device may serve as a mobile surveying

device. Thus, the mine vehicle may scan the surroundings when it stops at a

work site for executing drilling or any other normal mine operation. A control

unit is configured to execute point cloud matching analysis and to compare an

operational second scanning data 2 1 to a reference scanning data 22 stored in

the control unit or retrieved therein. During pattern matching the system de-

tects if the operational second scanning data 2 1 comprises one or more new

surrounding points 7a, which do not exist in the reference point cloud data 22.

These new points 17a are shown in Figure 5 as dots with white filling. The con

trol unit may be provided with one or more incorporating rules defining required

matching ratio between the second scanning 2 1 and the reference point cloud

data 22. The incorporating rule may define a need for 50 % matching, for ex¬

ample. If the set incorporating rule is fulfilled, the new points 7a are incorpo¬

rated to the reference point cloud data 22. Thus, the mine vehicle allows newly

created walls or changed surfaces to be detected and recorded. Figure 6 dis¬

closes the updated new reference point cloud data 22a, which incorporates

detected new scanned points.

Figure 7 differs from Figure 5 in that the point pattern of the opera

tional second point cloud data 2 1 fails to match with the point pattern of the

reference point cloud data 22. Since no sufficient match between the patterns

is found, the scanned second point cloud data 2 1 cannot be used for position

and orientation determination. If no required match between the point clouds is

found during pattern matching, this simply means that the scanning data and

the existing mine model do not have enough overlapping areas and similarity.

In such a case, the unfitting scanning data may be stored and utilized later.

Figure 8 illustrates a situation when the when the stored, and previ-

ously unfitting second point cloud data 2 1 now matches with the reference

point cloud data 22 since one or more other matching scanning results 24 have

been incorporated to the reference point cloud data. Then, the stored point

cloud data 2 1 suddenly fulfills the incorporating rule. Thus, the control unit may

monitor the scanning data that is produced later and may try to match the

stored data to the oncoming scanning results. When a suitable overlapping

scanning data is received the stored data may be included to the reference



model. Figure 9 discloses the updated new reference point cloud data 22a,

which incorporates detected new scanned points.

Figure 10 is a simplified diagram showing the related elements, con¬

trol means and features of the disclosed solution. These issues are already

presented above.

Figures 1 a to 1 f disclose a procedure allowing scanning new are¬

as in a mine. The procedure utilizes movable, separate reference points 25 for

assisting point cloud matching. The movable reference points 25 may be set to

the mine external to the mine vehicle 1 at least for the duration of surveying.

The separate mobile marker 25 may be a ball which may be thrown by an op¬

erator to unknown positions on a ground of a mine space 8 . An appearance,

outer surface or shape of the marking object 25 may be designed so that it is

easy to recognize the marker 25 from the scanning data. Successive scans are

made and the positions of the markers 25 are kept stationary between the

scans. In Figure 1a the mine vehicle 1 is driven to a new area 26. Point cloud

data 27 of the previous surfaces is already incorporated to a mine model. In

Figure 11b mobile markers 25 are arranged on a ground and the scanning de

vice S executes a new scan and explores new surfaces around the mine vehi¬

cle 1. A new point cloud data 28 is created, which includes points of the sur-

faces surrounding the mine vehicle and also points of the mobile markers 25.

Then the mine vehicle is driven forward to a second new area 29 and mobile

markers 25a arranged on the ground, as it is shown in Figure 11c. Thereafter a

new scan is made. A second new point cloud data 30 comprises points of wall

surfaces and also includes data on mobile markers 25 and 25a. The point

clouds 28 and 30 may be bind together by means or recognized points of mo¬

bile markers 25. In Figure 11e the mine vehicle 1 is driven to a face area 3 1

and a final scan is made. A new third point cloud data 32 comprises points of

surrounding surfaces and also points of mobile markers 25a. Figure 11f shows

an updated reference point cloud data 22a, incorporating several point cloud

elements 27, 28, 30 and 32, which may be accurately stitched together by

means of identified mobile markers and disclosed pattern matching procedures

and programs.

In order to improve understanding of the solution disclosed in this

patent application below is presented additional material and disclosure of the

solution and some embodiments. The disclosed solution provides a navigation



procedure or position and orientation detection system, which may have the

following advantages:

- Does not require any special skills for the operators.

- Can be completely automated.

- Does not need any infrastructure to support position measure¬

ment.

- No need for prisms or check-up points in the mine, no separate

surveying tools, no special surveying crews.

- No need to place the scanning device on a specific place on a

specific machine.

- The system is based on a point cloud best fit method.

- Provides statistical certainty since the outcome may be based on thousands

of measurements. One or even hundred failed measurements do not have a

major effect on the accuracy.

- Measuring is fast and may take only a minute or less time.

- Gives all six degrees of freedom for the position of the mine vehi¬

cle or part of a mine vehicle in the mine. In a rock drilling rig the degrees of

freedom may be: X , Y and Z coordinates, tilt, roll and jaw angles.

- May provide a 3D scan of the entire surroundings of the mine ve-

hide.

- May provide visualization of the entire mine in a control room.

- May be connected to fleet management systems for indicating po

sition and status of mine vehicles in the mine.

- The system may allow removal of all sensors in a boom of a rock

drilling rig and may still give accurate position and angle information for drilled

holes or installed bolts. The system may also avoid a need for any compensa¬

tion model needed for deflection etc.

- The system may be applied in mine vehicles designed for under

ground and surface mines.

- Investment costs may be low since. The mine vehicle may be

equipped with a scanning device and a calculation PC.

- With the real scanned model of the mine, the fleet management

system may show the mine as it is - including the locations of the machines.

Initial scanning of the mine



Production drills, bolters and secondary breaking machines work in

already created tunnels in a mine or a construction site. Development drill rigs

work in an existing tunnel and create more tunnels. Because all these mine

vehicles work in an already made space inside rock and the rock space is nev-

er the same, the shapes and curves of the rock surfaces around the mine ve¬

hicle may be used to locate the mine vehicle. Every wall and curve is like a

fingerprint for the location. Exactly the same surfaces cannot be found in dif¬

ferent mines.

The disclosed system can be taken into use in any existing mine,

work site or construction area. A technician with a 3D scanner may enter to the

work site and perform a 3D scan of the work site or the entire mine. This stage

may be done with an accuracy of 2 mm with a grid size as small as 1 mm.

Commercial products for scanning are available. Scans are done from multiple

locations and the scanning results may be automatically stitched together so

that the common parts of the scans have the best fit. Thus, several separate

scans form one scan of the entire mine.

This stage provides a 3D model of the entire mine. The model can

be used as visualization in fleet management and mine management systems

to show the realized mine in 3D instead of a simplified drawing. When loca-

tions of mine vehicles are determined, they may be shown in a real model of

the mine.

This initial scanning of the mine provides a point cloud of the entire

mine in a mine coordinate system coordinates to be used as reference in the

navigation, for example.

Determining position and orientation of the scanning device in the mine

On-board a mine vehicle is placed one or more scanning devices

which may scan 360 degrees around themselves. The made scan may cover

multiple square meters of tunnel walls, roof and possibly also a view longer

into the tunnel to show some macro level of the mine in addition to small sur

face fluctuations next to the mine vehicle. The scanning device needs not to be

placed in any special accurate position on the mine vehicle. Installation to ler

ances have no importance. What matters is, that the scanning device sees

around and sees one or more parts or components of the mine vehicle as well.



In order to determe position of the scanning device in the mine the following

process steps may be executed:

a . The scanning device makes a full scan of the surroundings.

b. Two point clouds exist: one from the initial scan and one provid¬

ed by the scanning device.

c. An algorithm or pattern matching software program may be ut i

lized to find out the best fit between the mine model and the

scan made from a random mine vehicle location in the mine. The

matching algorithm provides a best fit coordinate transformation

between the scanning device (new scan) and the mine coord i

nate system (the mine scan).

Determining position and orientation of the scanning device in relation to the

mine vehicle

In addition to the mine model, a control unit may also be provided

with a point cloud of a key part of the mine vehicle. Mechanical engineering

may transform for example a 3D model of a boom support of the mine vehicle

to a surface point cloud data and determine coordinates of every point in the

3D model in relation to a machine coordinate system.

. Once the scanning device made the scan of the surroundings it also

made scanning of parts of the mine vehicle. The desired part, for exam¬

ple the boom support, is thus in the field of view of the scanning data.

2 . A pattern matching algorithm is used to compare the scan to the

point cloud of the desired part of the mine vehicle.

The algorithm provides the best fit between the compared point

clouds. The result is the position and orientation of the scanning device in re la

tion to the machine coordinate system.

Machine position in the mine

Machine position in the mine is the product of these two coordinate

transformations. The transformation produces the position of the mine vehicle

in the mine and the direction that the mine vehicle is in 3D.

The mine vehicle is provided with a boom position measurement

system, whereby positions of all drilled production drill holes and installed rock

reinforcing bolts may be determined and recorded in relation to the mine - not



only in relation to the carrier. This information may be offered to fleet manage¬

ment systems and mine management systems and may also be used for ex

ample in blast pattern verification for production drilling purposes.

Expanding the mine model beyond the initial scan

Development drill rigs create new tunnels. When the rock drill rigs

perform their normal operation, they work in existing tunnels and the new tun¬

nel part is created by a blast. Once the development drill rig has navigated it¬

self with the old part of the tunnel, it can incorporate the new part of the scan

that it sees into the mine model and send it to a mine system. This gives im¬

mediate information of under- or over-break in the tunnel to the system and

expands a mine network as the development excavation progresses.

Boom position measurement

A boom position measurement embodiment allows determination of

drill hole and reinforcing bolt positions. The same procedure as was used to

find out what is the relation between the scanner device and the carrier; a 3D

design model of a feed beam or even the entire drilling module may be utilized

to find out a relation between a drilling center and the scanner device. When

the relation between the scanner device, the mine and the carrier is already

determined by the disclosed system, coordinates of the drilled hole in relation

to the mine vehicle or in relation to the mine may also be determined.

This embodiment may have the following advantages:

No need for sensors in booms.

- More robust structure, no electronics in critical areas of the boom.

Joints of the boom may be designed to be more robust since no

space for sensors needs to be designed in.

No need for calibration of joints of the boom in production or after

sensor maintenance.

- Joint clearances have no effect on measurement accuracy.

Boom deflection has no effect on accuracy.

No need for complicated compensation models for un-ideal booms.

More accurate boom position measurements; may be +/- 1mm

when scanning is utilized.



The scanning technique may be used together with the conventional

joint measurement techniques, whereby some of the joint sensor may

be removed.

Mine surveying

Mine surveying is an integral task in any mine development. It is a l

so a task that currently requires special expertise and services for conducting

the actual measurements. It is also a task that is divided into performing actual

measurements and analysing and reporting the measurements into results.

According to the disclosed solution a 3D scanning device is ar¬

ranged on-board a mobile mine vehicle for performing the needed mine meas¬

urements. The scanning device may interact with the mobile machines opera¬

tion. Alternatively, the scanning device is a dedicated solution for surveying.

The solution does not require that the mine vehicle has any kind of automated

control system. Thus, the solution may also be applied to existing fully manual

mine vehicles.

All mapping and surveying tasks may be outsourced to be done by

the mine vehicle as a continuous parallel process to normal operations of the

mine vehicle.

Every time the drill rig stops it may scan a 3D model of its surround¬

ings and may then try to match the scanned data to the latest model of the

mine. Algorithms have been developed to automatically extract mine rock sur¬

faces from the scan and remove all objects such as people, mobile machines,

cars etc. This way no irrelevant data ends up in the mine model or disturbs the

following work flow.

If for example 50% of the area the drilling rig sees in its environment

scan, is common to the existing mine model (or overlapping areas exists in the

mine model), the new data can be fitted to the same coordinate frame as the

mine model. If no match is found, it may mean that no overlapping area exists

in the mine model. The unfitting scan can be stored so that it can be incorpo¬

rated to the model when suitable overlapping data is received from a later

scan.

After a match has been found, it can be checked if all points or sur¬

faces in the new environment scan already existed in the mine model. If the

surfaces have changed or new areas found, the changed areas may be updat-



ed to the mine model and sent forward to the mine central system where the

main survey model may be stored.

An example is disclosed in the following:

A mine vehicle comprises an on-board scanning device, a calcula

tion PC and a WLAN link.

The calculation PC, or a control unit, is provided with a current

model of the mine. Latest version of the mine model can be downloaded via a

WLAN link. Bandwidth and disk space are required. As an option for the fully

on-board system is that the entire service may also be implemented as a cloud

service in the mine server with no calculation on-board.

The mine vehicle is driven into a tunnel and is stopped.

The scanning device scans the area around the mine vehicle. A

best fit algorithm determines where a new scan fits to an old scan.

Areas that are not in the original model, or areas that have changed,

are updated into the survey model. The detected changes may be sent to a

mine control room or central system. Data transfer may be limited by only

sending changed or new areas.

After this, the mine vehicle may be moved and the measurement

may then be repeated as many times as needed.

Entire new areas may also be surveyed without additional work

phases or surveyors. Up to date mine model may be used for whatever pur¬

poses.

An accuracy improvement for the mine surveying:

Accuracy of fitting multiple scans may be improved by placing

markers to the environment. Markers may be objects which have an easily

recognizable shape such as round ball shaped objects. Coordinates of the o b

jects need not to be known. All that is needed is that the markers stay in the

same place between two consecutive scans. The added accuracy scenario

does not require any special skills for the operators and can be easily auto¬

mated.

An example of the accuracy improvement case is presented in the

following:



1. When an operator wishes to scan or survey a new area of a mine,

he drives the mine vehicle to a start point of the area to be surveyed.

Preferably to an area that is already in the mine survey model.

2. The operator has 6 plastic balls or corresponding mobile markers on

board the mine vehicle. The operator throws 3 pieces of the plastic balls

to the ground near the sides of the tunnel and near the machine - in

random places.

3. First scan is initiated and locations of the balls are identified.

4. The mine vehicle is driven forward.

5. The other 3 balls are thrown to the ground.

6. A second scan is initiated from a new location.

7. First two scans are tied accurately together by recognizing the first 3

balls that stayed in same place.

8. The mine vehicle is moved forward.

9 . The first 3 markers are picked up and moved closer to the mine ve

hicle. The second 3 markers stay in place.

10. Third scan is initiated from a new location.

11. Scans 2 and 3 are tied accurately together by recognizing the 3

balls that stayed in same place.

12. The procedure is repeated as many times as needed. For the oper¬

ator this embodiment involves only driving and placing six balls on the

ground.

The above disclosed embodiment is disclosed in Figures 11a to f,

which show schematically a procedure of scanning new areas and utilizing

movable reference points for assisting point cloud matching.

The disclosed surveying procedure may have the following ad

vantages:

· Survey crew underground time is minimized.

• Amount of information about mines status is expanded.

• Surveyor or mine planning has access to all surface coordinates in

stead of scattered measurements here and there.

• Fully automatic functionality and data flow are possible.

· The mine may update itself.

• Fully automatic system is possible.



• No special skills are required.

• Data for mapping purposes is created.

• Data for mine/fleet management purposes is created.

• Provides data for mine control room products.

Collision prevention

Currently even automatic machines have to have an operator on

board. One of the reasons for this is that the operator is needed there to watch

that the automatic movement sequences designed in the office don't cause

collisions to walls or other booms. No proper products exist for avoiding boom

collisions to rock or objects in tunnel.

The same on-board scanner installation disclosed above is capable

of retrieving a 3D scanned representation of the surroundings of the mine ve¬

hicle, while the mine vehicle is in the drilling position.

Algorithms, which are created to automatically separate the detect

ed objects and the tunnel walls, may be utilized. Since rock walls don't move

and the machine itself does not move during drilling operation, the scan needs

to be done only once and may be used until the machine moves again.

The mine vehicle may be automatically removed from the scan,

whereby all that remains in the model are coordinates for things that the ma

chine should not collide with. Extraction process may separate all the objects

from the walls. All the objects may also appear as separate elements from

each other. The walls, the mine vehicle, people, small obstructions and inani¬

mate objects on the ground may all be shown as separate elements from each

other. If desired, only the mine vehicle is removed and all the smaller objects

are left in the collision model. The mine vehicle may be recognized by object

size when removing undesired elements. The booms may be prevented from

colliding with anything at all, not only with the walls. In a simpler embodiment

only collisions to the walls is monitored.

By using the navigation algorithm presented in this patent applica

tion, the position of the mine vehicle inside the scan may be determined auto¬

matically. Thus, all coordinates of the rock surface may be determined in rela¬

tion to the mine vehicle. In order to improving computational speed, the surfac

es may also be reduced to surface models with limited amount of points.

In mine vehicles provided with boom sensors, the position of the

boom and all its parts may be calculated in relation to the mine vehicle. Any



possible collision of the drilling module to the rock surface may be detected

beforehand by monitoring the shortest distance from a determined point of the

feed beam or boom to any point in the rock surface model.

The collision calculation needs not to be exact and include every de-

tail of the mine vehicle. Instead, the distance calculation of perhaps 2 to 10

identified collision-prone points of the boom to the rock surface model should

be enough. A forwards kinematics calculation may also be done easily for any

point of the boom structure. If the distance between any point of the rock mod¬

el and any one of the monitoring points becomes less than a set threshold, the

boom may be stopped and warning signal may be produced. On the other

hand, since the control system of the mine vehicle is aware of the position of

the rock surface and other objects in the mine, collisions may be automatically

avoided.

The drawings and the related description are only intended to illus¬

trate the idea of the invention. In its details, the invention may vary within the

scope of the claims.



Claims

1. A mine vehicle comprising:

a movable carrier;

at least one scanning device for scanning surroundings of the mine

vehicle and producing 3D scanning data of the surroundings; and

the mine vehicle being in operational communication with at least

one control unit configured to receive and process the scanning data;

c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the control unit is provided with at least one processor and at least

one point cloud matching program allowed to be executed in the processor;

an initial first point cloud data is input to the control unit, the first

point cloud data comprising stored reference model of the mine in a mine co¬

ordinate system;

at least one second point cloud data produced by the scanning de

vice of the mine vehicle is input to the control unit, the second point cloud data

comprising operational scanning data of the current position of the mining ve

hicle;

the control unit is configured to execute the point cloud matching

program in order to match the operational second point cloud data to the refer¬

ence first point cloud data; and

the control unit is configured to determine position and direction of

the scanning device in the mine coordinate system on the basis of the deter

mined matching between the operational point cloud data and the reference

cloud data.

2. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 1, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that

the mine vehicle comprises a machine coordinate system;

the mine vehicle comprises at least one reference object;

the operational second point cloud data comprises scanned points

of the at least one reference object in addition to the scanned points of the su r

roundings;

position of the at least one reference object in the machine coordi-

nate system is input to the control unit;



the control unit is configured to execute the point cloud matching

program to match the operational second point cloud data with the reference

first point cloud data, whereby also position and direction of the at least one

reference object is determined in the mine coordinate system; and

the control unit is configured to execute a coordinate transformation

process and determine position and direction of the scanning device in the

machine coordinate system in response to determined position and direction of

the at least one reference object in the mine coordinate system and the input

position of the at least one reference object in the machine coordinate system.

3 . The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 2 , c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that

the mining vehicle comprises at least one supplementary reference

object, which is arranged to a basic structure of the mining vehicle.

4 . The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 2 , c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that

the control unit is provided with a design point cloud data;

the design point cloud data is converted from a 3D design data of a

predetermined structural reference object of a basic structure of the mine vehi

cle;

the structural reference object is inside a reach area of the scanning

device and is thereby recordedjn the operational second point cloud data;

the control unit is configured to execute the point cloud matching

program to determine position and direction of the structural reference object;

and

the control unit is configured to fit the design point cloud data to the

determined position and direction of the structural reference object.

5 . The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 4 , c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that

the control unit being able to determine coordinates of any point of

the fitted design point cloud data, including also points, which are non-visible in

the scanned second point cloud data.



6 . The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 4 or 5 , c h a r a c t e r i z e d

in that

the mine vehicle comprises at least one boom and at least one mine

work device at a distal end portion of the boom; and

at least one part of the mine work device is the observed structural

reference object.

7 . The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 2 , c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that

position and shape of the at least one reference object in the ma¬

chine coordinate system are input to the control unit;

the control unit is configured to examine the operational second

point cloud data in order to find a point pattern matching with the input shape

of the at least one reference object allowing position and/or orientation of the

at least one reference object to be determined.

8 . The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims 4

to 6, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the mine work device comprises a feed beam and a rock drilling

machine supported on feed beam; and

the control unit is configured to determine position and direction of

the feed beam, and is configured to record the determined data as drill hole

position and direction data when the feed beam is positioned at the drill hole.

9. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims 4

to 6 , c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the scanning device and the control unit are serving as a boom posi¬

tion measuring arrangement for detecting position and orientation of the mine

work device.

10 . The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 9 , c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that

the boom is without any physical boom or joint position sensor.

1. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

1 to 10, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that



the control unit is serving as a navigation device for determining po

sition and direction of the mine vehicle in the mine coordinate system.

12. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

1 to 11, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the mine vehicle comprises at least one data communication device

allowing a data communication between the control unit and a mine control

system.

13. The mine vehicle as claimed in claims 11 and 12, c h a r a c ¬

t e r z e in that

the control unit is configured to transmit position data of the mine

vehicle to the mine control system via the data communication device.

14. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

1 to 13, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the mine vehicle comprises at least one boom and at least one mine

work device at a distal end portion of the boom; and

the mine vehicle is provided with a boom position measuring ar-

rangement for detecting position and direction of the mine work device in a

machine coordinate system.

15 . The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 14, c h a r a c t e r i z e d

in that

the mine vehicle is a rock drilling rig comprising at least one drilling

boom and a drilling unit at a distal end of the drilling boom; and

the drilling unit comprises a feed beam and a rock drilling machine

supported to the feed beam allowing drill holes to be drilled at a work site of

the mine vehicle.

16. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 14, c h a r a c t e r i z e d

in that

the mine vehicle is a rock reinforcing rig comprising at least one

boom and a reinforcing unit at a distal end of the boom for influencing drill

holes at a work site of the mine vehicle.



17. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

1 to 16, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the control unit is configured to determine and record the position of

the mine vehicle at the work site; and

the control unit is configured to determine and record positions and

directions of the drill holes influenced by the mine work device of the mine ve

hicle in the mine coordinate system.

18. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 17, c h a r a c t e r i z e d

in that

the mine vehicle comprises at least one data communication device

allowing data communication between the control unit and a mine control sys¬

tem; and

the control unit is configured to transmit position and direction data

of the influenced drill holes to the mine control system via the data communica¬

tion device.

19. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 17 or 18, c h a r a c t e r ¬

z e d in that

the control unit is configured to store position and direction data of

the influenced drill holes.

20. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

1 to 19, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the control unit provided with the point cloud matching feature is on

board the mining vehicle.

2 1 . The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

I to 19, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the control unit provided with the point cloud matching feature is ex¬

ternal to the mining vehicle.

22. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

I I to 2 1 , c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that



the control unit is configured to detect in the second scanning data

new or changed surrounding point cloud objects around the mine vehicle al¬

lowing newly created or changed walls to be detected and recorded; and

the control unit is configured to incorporate the new point cloud data

to the reference point cloud data of the reference model of the mine.

23. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 22, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that

the mine vehicle provided with the scanning device is serving as a

mobile surveying device;

the control unit is configured to process the second scanning data

by extracting point cloud data of the surrounding surfaces and removing point

cloud data of all the other objects, whereby a simplified point cloud data of the

surrounding surfaces is being created; and

the control unit is configured to incorporate the new simplified point

cloud data to the reference point cloud data of the reference model of the

mine.

24. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 22 or 23, c h a r a c t e r -

i z e d in that

the control unit is provided with at least one incorporating rule defin¬

ing required matching ratio between the second scanning data and the refer¬

ence point cloud data; and

the control unit is configured to incorporate the new point cloud data

to the reference point cloud data of the reference model of the mine only when

the set incorporating rule is fulfilled.

25. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

22 to 24, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the control unit is provided with at least one incorporating rule def in

ing required matching ratio between the second scanning data and the refer¬

ence point cloud data;

the control unit is configured to store the new point cloud data when

the set incorporating rule fails; and



the control unit is configured to monitor future scanning data and is

configured to incorporate the new point cloud data to the reference point cloud

data when the set incorporating rule is fulfilled.

26. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

22 to 25, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the control unit is configured to communicate data on the updated

reference model of the mine to a mine control system.

27. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the preceding claims

22 to 26, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the mine vehicle is provided with at least one separate reference ob¬

ject, which may be set to the mine external to the mine vehicle at least for the

duration of the surveying.

28. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 27, c h a r a c t e r i z e d

in that

several separate reference objects set in unknown places in a work

site in the mine are detected in the second scanning data by the control unit.

29. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 27 or 28, c h a r a c t e r ¬

i e d in that

the reference objects are balls.

30. The mine vehicle as claimed in any one of the claims 1 to 29,

c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the control unit is provided with a collision prevention feature;

the control unit is configured to produce a collision point cloud data

by removing a point cloud data of the mine vehicle from the second scanning

data, whereby the collision point cloud data only comprises coordinates of

physical obstacles surrounding the mine vehicle; and

the control unit is configured to monitor position of at least one ob-

ject_of the mine vehicle in relation to the collision point cloud data.

3 1 . The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 30, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that



the control unit is configured to produce a wall collision point cloud

data by removing point cloud data of all objects being smaller in size than the

mine vehicle, whereby the wall collision point cloud data only comprises coo r

dinates of walls surrounding the mine vehicle.

32. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 30 or 3 1 , c h a r a c t e r -

i z e d in that

the control unit is configured to execute collision prevention

measures when the monitored object of the mine vehicle becomes at a dis-

tance from the any coordinate of the collision point cloud data shorter than a

predetermined range.

33. The mine vehicle as claimed in claim 32, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in

that

the mine vehicle comprises a boom;

the monitored object is located in the boom; and

the control unit is configured to stop movements of the boom when

the monitored object of the boom becomes at a distance from any coordinate

of the collision point cloud data shorter than a predetermined range.

34. A mine control system comprising:

a mine vehicle provided with at least one scanning device and at

least one on-board control unit

at least one control unit external to the mine vehicle; and

at least one data communication connection between the on-board

control unit and the external control unit;

c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the mine vehicle is arranged to scan the mine by means of the

scanning device of the mine vehicle;

at least one of the control units is arranged to determine the position

of the mine vehicle by comparing a reference point cloud data of the mine and

a scanned point cloud data by means of a point cloud matching program; and

the determined position data of the mine vehicle is recorded in the

mine control system for updating the current position data.



35. The mine control system as claimed in claim 34, c h a r a c t e r ¬

z e d in that

the mine control system is configured to update the reference point

cloud data of a reference model of the mine on the basis of the scanned point

cloud data.

36. The mine control system as claimed in claim 34 or 35, c h a r ¬

a c t e r i z e d in that

the updating is performed in substantially real time.

37. The mine control system as claimed in any one of the claims 34

to 36, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the mine control system is configured to monitor and record at least

one of the following features: realized mine, mine portions and surrounding

surfaces in 3D; drill holes currently influenced by the mine work device; current

positions of selected or all mine vehicles operating in the mine or in a selected

observation area; current status of the selected or all mine vehicles operating

in the mine of in a selected observation area; estimated remaining duration of

the current work task of the mine vehicle or the mine work device.

38. The mine control system as claimed in claim 37, c h a r a c t e r ¬

i z e d in that

the mine control system is configured to visualize the at least one

monitored feature on at least one display device.

39. The mine control system as claimed in any one of the claims 34

to 38, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that

the mine control system comprises at least one server allowing

monitoring data to be distributed to one or more terminal device via a data

connection.

40. A mapping method, comprising:

creating an initial first point cloud data of a mine by means of at

least one scanning device;

storing coordinates of the first point cloud data in a mine coordinate

system as a 3D mine model;



driving a mine vehicle to the mine;

executing at least one operational scanning of the surroundings of

the mine vehicle by means of at least one on-board scanning device of the

mine vehicle;

c h a r a c t e r i z e d by

inputting produced at least one second point cloud data of the oper¬

ational scanning of the surroundings to at least one control unit provided with a

point cloud matching program;

inputting the point cloud data of the 3D mine model to the control

unit and using it as a reference point cloud data of the mine;

executing the matching program in a processor of the control unit for

searching matching points between the second point cloud data and the refer¬

ence point cloud data; and

utilizing results of the matching process for determining position and

orientation of the mine vehicle in the mine coordinate system.
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reference object; the operati onal second poi nt cl oud data
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cl oud matchi ng program t o match the operati onal second poi nt
cl oud data wi t h the reference f i rst poi nt cl oud data,
whereby al so posi t i on and di recti on of the at l east one
reference object i s determi ned i n the mi ne coordi nate
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di recti on of the scanni ng devi ce i n the machi ne coordi nate
system i n response t o determi ned posi t i on and di recti on of
the at l east one reference object i n the mi ne coordi nate
system and the i nput posi t i on of the at l east one reference
object i n the machi ne coordi nate system.
Techni cal probl em: how t o improve the i ni t i al determi nati on
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rei nforci ng r i g compri si ng at l east one boom and a
rei nforci ng uni t at a di stal end of the boom for i nfl uenci ng
dri l l hol es at a work si t e of the mi ne vehi cl e .
Techni cal probl em: how t o i nteract wi t h hol es present i n the
rock.

3 . cl aims : 23 , 25

The vehi cl e of cl aims 1 and 22 , wherei n (potenti al speci al
techni cal feature of cl aims 23 respecti vely 25) the mi ne
vehi cl e provi ded wi t h the scanni ng devi ce i s servi ng as a
mobi l e surveyi ng devi ce; the control uni t i s confi gured t o
process the second scanni ng data by extracti ng poi nt cl oud
data of the surroundi ng surfaces and removi ng poi nt cl oud
data of al l the other objects , whereby a simpl i f i ed poi nt
cl oud data of the surroundi ng surfaces i s bei ng created; and
the control uni t i s confi gured t o i ncorporate the new
simpl i f i ed poi nt cl oud data t o the reference poi nt cl oud
data of the reference model of the mi ne respecti vely the
control uni t i s provi ded wi t h at l east one i ncorporati ng
rul e defi ni ng requi red matchi ng rati o between the second
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scanni ng data and the reference poi nt cl oud data; the
control uni t i s confi gured t o store the new poi nt cl oud data
when the set i ncorporati ng rul e fai l s ; and the control uni t
i s confi gured t o moni tor future scanni ng data and i s
confi gured t o i ncorporate the new poi nt cl oud data t o the
reference poi nt cl oud data when the set i ncorporati ng rul e
i s ful f i l l ed.
Techni cal probl em: how t o keep the reference poi nt cl oud
data up t o date.

4 . cl aims : 30-33

The vehi cl e of cl aim 1, wherei n (potenti al speci al techni cal
feature of cl aim 30) the control uni t i s provi ded wi t h a
col l i si on preventi on feature; the control uni t i s confi gured
t o produce a col l i si on poi nt cl oud data by removi ng a poi nt
cl oud data of the mi ne vehi cl e from the second scanni ng
data, whereby the col l i si on poi nt cl oud data only compri ses
coordi nates of physi cal obstacl es surroundi ng the mi ne
vehi cl e ; and the control uni t i s confi gured t o moni tor
posi t i on of at l east one object of the mi ne vehi cl e i n
rel ati on t o the col l i si on poi nt cl oud data.
Techni cal probl em: how t o prevent damages of the vehi cl e .
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